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Information Partner Program
DigitalGlobe’s Information Partner Program (IPP) is designed for those companies who want to join us in our
mission to be the leading source of information solutions about our changing planet. What is required is deep
creative energy and talent to harness our imagery in order to build rich solutions for enterprise level decision
support. DigitalGlobe Information Partners have a thorough understanding of their vertical markets and a
business plan oriented at providing high-value solutions for the challenges their customers face.

Benefits of membership
Sales support

Global brand exposure

»» Designated DigitalGlobe account
manager support

»» Listing on DigitalGlobe web site
complete with marketing tools
such as case studies, videos, and
presentations

»» Opportunities to increase brand
awareness across DigitalGlobe’s
sales teams
»» Access to an IPP-designated order
processing team
»» Access to imagery archive privileges
tailored specifically for IPP partners
DigitalGlobe labs support

»» Early exposure to new lab
capabilities and priority alpha stage
testing consideration

»» At least one DigitalGlobe sponsored
webinar each year
»» Eligibility to receive market
development funds and collateral
»» Inclusion in regional partner and
customer events
»» Exposure to DigitalGlobe sales
leaders at corporate events

»» Regular technology briefings
»» The opportunity to influence product
and technology development
»» Eligible for 1:1 deep-dive technical
workshops
»» Specialized archive search support
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Eligibility requirements

Why be an IPP Partner

IPP applicants will be evaluated on the following criteria:

Global sales support

»» Markets: Target markets must align with DigitalGlobe’s strategic direction

Support for resale of partner derivative

»» Technology: Candidates are required to provide an overview of their solution
and processes

products

»» Customer base: Provide an overview of the addressable market and identify
where DigitalGlobe can assist with expanding the base
»» Analysis: Provide detail of the analytical products to be delivered
»» Distribution: Identify distribution channels as part of Go To Market strategy
and how DigitalGlobe can assist with channel expansion
»» Product requirements: Identify what DigitalGlobe products are required
service: Provide an overview of customer service capabilities and identify how
DigitalGlobe can provide additional support

A mutually beneficial partnership

Lower and more flexible imagery costs
Royalty based business terms aligned with
Partner Business Models
IPP-focused customer service processes
Access to DigitalGlobe Labs resources and early
adopter programs
Global sales and marketing exposure

Our goal is to create a trusting, two-way relationship with IPP partners. We will
offer periodic training and technical briefings, partner events, and marketing
opportunities. We will work together on sales forecasting and pipeline reviews.
Along the way we will assess what is working and what needs improvement. We
will continue to refine the program to make it the best and most innovative in
the industry.
In turn, IPP partners will be required to commit to a minimum annual revenue
commitment, pay a royalty for each derivative product sold upon delivery to the
end user, and agree to pricing terms prior to imagery shipment.

Who is eligible
Solution developers that have the ability to bundle DigitalGlobe imagery into a
specific application targeted to enterprise users.
Engineering Consultants and Service Providers who:

»» Use DigitalGlobe imagery to harvest information for specific groups and vertical
segments
»» Make imagery a part of their solution and value proposition and may or may not
be included in customer deliverable
»» Have developed specific intellectual property to build unique solutions that go
beyond commercial off-the-shelf software
»» Capabilities and partners can be used as a sub-contractor by DigitalGlobe
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